A brain-damaged patient (AP) is reported who had a strong tendency to identify nonwords as words on auditory lexical decision and to lexicalize nonwords in repetition, yet who showed a normal ability to perceive individual phonemes. It was initially hypothesized that these findings could be accounted for in terms of disrupted lexical phonological representations. This hypothesis was rejected on the basis of an interactive activation model of word recognition which revealed that modifications at the lexical level did not mimic the patient's pattern of results. Instead, it was found that increasing the rate of decay of activation at the phoneme level produced output that was consistent with the phoneme discrimination, lexical decision, and repetition results. This hypothesis of increased phoneme level decay led to the prediction that speech discrimination would decline with increased interstimulus interval and that short-term memory performance would be impaired. Both predictions were confirmed. The results of this study provide support for an interactive activation model of word recognition with feedback from the lexical to the phonemic level and for a close connection between the processes involved in word recognition and short-term memory. © 1999 Academic Press
A brain-damaged patient (AP) is reported who had a strong tendency to identify nonwords as words on auditory lexical decision and to lexicalize nonwords in repetition, yet who showed a normal ability to perceive individual phonemes. It was initially hypothesized that these findings could be accounted for in terms of disrupted lexical phonological representations. This hypothesis was rejected on the basis of an interactive activation model of word recognition which revealed that modifications at the lexical level did not mimic the patient's pattern of results. Instead, it was found that increasing the rate of decay of activation at the phoneme level produced output that was consistent with the phoneme discrimination, lexical decision, and repetition results. This hypothesis of increased phoneme level decay led to the prediction that speech discrimination would decline with increased interstimulus interval and that short-term memory performance would be impaired. Both predictions were confirmed. The results of this study provide support for an interactive activation model of word recognition with feedback from the lexical to the phonemic level and for a close connection between the processes involved in word recognition and short-term memory. © 1999 Academic Press The present investigation focused on the relation between phoneme and word perception and the relation of both to phonological short-term memory.
The subject of the present study was a brain-damaged patient AP who showed normal speech perception at the phoneme level, but who performed very poorly on auditory lexical decision. AP also demonstrated reduced verbal short-term memory. The question addressed was the locus of the patient's deficit and whether current models of speech perception and short-term memory can provide an adequate account of the interrelationships among the patient's symptoms.
The discrepancy between AP's phoneme perception and lexical decision performance suggested that he had a deficit at the level of the spoken word form. Few patients have been reported with a deficit that could be attributed to this level. Models of spoken word recognition typically assume phonemic, lexical, and semantic levels of representation (see, for example, Kohn & Friedman, 1986) . Many cases have been reported whose auditory comprehension deficit could be attributed to disruptions at the phonemic or semantic levels. That is, patients have been reported who show striking deficits either in phoneme discrimination and identification (e.g., Caramazza, Berndt, & Basili, 1983; Saffran, Marin, & Yeni-Komshian, 1976) or in semantic knowledge (e.g., Howard & Orchard-Lisle, 1984; Hillis, Rapp, Romani, & Caramazza, 1990) , which would undermine language comprehension. Recently, a few cases have been presented whose comprehension deficit might plausibly be attributed to a deficit at the lexical phonological level. These patients, who include MK (Howard & Franklin, 1988) , EDE (Berndt & Mitchum, 1990) , and NC (N. Martin & Saffran, 1992) , showed a dissociation between impaired word perception and spared phoneme perception. All performed at a high level on syllable, nonword, and word discrimination tasks where the stimulus pairs differed by a single phoneme. In contrast, on lexical decision tasks (i.e., deciding whether a stimulus is a word or nonword), their performance was impaired with auditory presentation and better preserved with visual presentation. It should also be noted that all showed some deficits in short-term memory.
Given that theories of lexical processing (e.g., Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989) and empirical evidence (e.g., Bub, Cancelliere, & Kertesz, 1985; Bub & Arguin, 1995) suggest that words can be discriminated from legal nonwords without access to semantics, these patients' impaired auditory lexical decision might be attributed to disruptions in lexical phonological representations. Howard and Franklin (1988) came to such a conclusion for MK and argued that the short-term memory impairment was a separate deficit. Berndt and Mitchum (1990) focused primarily on EDE's short-term memory impairments. They suggested that EDE's poor lexical decision performance might be due to her phonological short-term memory deficit, whereas her good phoneme discrimination might be attributed to preserved auditory coding. That is, they argued that an auditory code might be sufficient to determine whether syllables were the same or different. However, in determining whether a longer sequence of sounds was a word or a nonword, it would be necessary to check activated words against a persisting phonological record of the input. EDE's short-term memory deficit would prevent this check. Finally, N. Martin and Saffran (1992) argued that NC's impairments were due to rapid decay of activation at the phonological, lexical, and semantic levels.
Thus, only MK was hypothesized to have a selective disruption to lexical phonological representations. Howard and Franklin (1988) argued that MK's acoustic and phoneme perception abilities were preserved, as he scored between 91 and 97% correct when asked to discriminate word or nonword stimuli that differed in one distinctive feature of one phoneme. On an auditory lexical decision task, however, he scored only 85% correct overall, with 82% correct for words and 87% correct for nonwords. On a visual version of this task he scored 97% correct overall. Although MK appeared to have some degree of semantic disruption, MK's much better performance for written than auditory presentation indicates that his poor performance with auditory presentation could not be attributed to a semantic deficit.
We initially hypothesized that AP might be similar to MK, but with an even greater disruption of lexical phonological representations, as evidenced by a more striking dissociation between word and phoneme perception. On a general battery of tests given to all the patients in our lab, AP showed normal performance on phoneme discrimination tasks that were more difficult than those given to MK, and he showed worse performance on an auditory lexical decision task than did MK. In order to investigate whether a lexical level deficit could accommodate the findings from AP, we used the model shown in Fig. 1 as a guide. This model is based on the Interactive Activation model of McClelland and Rumelhart (1981) , but where phonetic features have replaced visual features and phonemes have replaced letters (see also McClelland & Elman, 1986; N. Martin, Dell, Saffran, & Schwartz, 1994a , for related models). In this type of model, phonetic features not only activate the appropriate phonemes but activate other phonemes to the degree that the phonemes share phonetic features with the input. Similarly, phonemes activate not only the appropriate word but other words that share constituent phonemes. The model also shows top-down flow of information from phoneme to the feature level and from the lexical to the phoneme level. A number of findings on speech perception support the interactive view (e.g., Elman & McClelland, 1988; Samuel, 1996 Samuel, , 1997 . However, the existence of top-down effects in speech perception is not accepted by all researchers (see, for example, Cutler, Meher, Norris & Segui, 1987; Eimas, Marcovitz Hornstien, & Payton, 1990) . In the present study, we investigated whether AP's pattern of performance could be accommodated by ''damaging'' an interactive model vs. a purely feedforward version. To the extent that the interactive approach was more successful than the feedforward approach, the findings would support the interactive view.
The first section of the paper presents the results of the investigation of AP's phoneme and word perception abilities. As will be demonstrated below, AP showed an excellent ability to discriminate phonemic sequences of varying length (from CV syllables to two-syllable nonwords and words) and showed an excellent ability to identify short phonemic sequences. However, identification was found to break down for nonwords composed of longer phonemic sequences. Several experiments investigated the factors affecting AP's word and nonword identification abilities. These included the similarity of the nonwords to words, the frequency of the word on which the nonword was based, the role of bias, and the effect of context. The data on phoneme and word perception were then compared to the effects resulting from damage to different components of different types of computational models. The results of the modeling effort led to a nonintuitive hypothesis regarding the source of AP's deficit, specifically overly rapid decay on the phoneme level. An investigation of predictions following from this hypothesis is reported in the final section. 1 The presence of a speech perception deficit in a patient with an anterior lesion affecting Broca's area may seem surprising. While we cannot rule out the possibility that AP also has some processing disorder affecting posterior regions, the lesion localization for AP is consistent with a number of other findings in the literature which have called into question the anterior/posterior dichotomy between production and perception (see Blumstein, 1995) .
Clinical Evaluation
In conversational interactions, AP's comprehension appeared moderately impaired when a new topic was introduced. However, once he understood the topic being discussed, his comprehension appeared much better. His speech production was generally comprehensible, although he had some word finding difficulties. On the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Exam (BDAE; Goodglass & Kaplan, 1972) , AP showed fluent, generally meaningful speech. Although single word repetition was unimpaired on this instrument, he repeated only three of eight high probability phrases and only one of eight low probability phrases. His auditory comprehension was impaired, as he scored slightly below the mean for aphasic patients on the auditory comprehension section (z-score of Ϫ0.15). However, his comprehension of commands and paragraphs was more impaired (z-score of Ϫ0.70) than his comprehension of single words (z-score of .40). His reading comprehension was better overall (z-score .62), even for paragraphs (z-score .60). On the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (Dunn & Dunn, 1981) , AP obtained a standardized score of 75 for auditory presentation and a standardized score of 90 for visual presentation when evaluated against the norms for 40-year-old normal subjects (the highest age for which norms are available). AP's clinical pattern fits most closely with the syndrome of conduction aphasia, but his auditory comprehension is too poor to be entirely consistent with this classification.
As reported in Martin, Wetzel, Blossom-Stach, and Feher (1989) , grammatical aspects of AP's narrative production were analyzed using the procedures developed by Saffran, Berndt, and Schwartz (1989) . AP was asked to tell the Cinderella story after looking at a picture book in which the words had been concealed. AP showed normal performance on many of the morphological indices, including proportion of closed class words and proportion of nouns with determiners, but was below the normal range for the complexity of auxiliary verbs and for the frequency of verb inflection. He was impaired on most of the structural indices, as only 47% of his sentences were well formed and he showed reduced structural complexity in terms of subject and verb phrase elaboration and proportion of embeddings. His comprehension of the syntactic information in sentences was very poor when assessed by auditory sentence-picture matching tasks using reversible active and passive sentences and a two-picture choice (Martin et al., 1989) . He performed well when the incorrect picture substituted a different noun or verb (94% correct), but performed near chance when the incorrect picture depicted a reversal of role relations (54% correct). With visually presented sentences he showed a similar pattern (92% correct for lexical substitutions and 44% correct for role reversals).
Control Subjects
Control data were collected for many of the tasks reported below. The control subjects were in the same age range as AP. In addition, since AP was found to have a mild degree of hearing loss for high-frequency tones (which is common among individuals in this age range), the control subjects were chosen to have similar degrees of high-frequency hearing loss. The same group of control subjects was not tested on all of the tasks since some of the subjects who were tested earlier in the research program were unavailable for later testing. However, all of the controls had similar background characteristics.
The controls were selected to match the entire range of patients that were tested on our speech perception battery and thus had a higher mean level of education than did AP. The education for the control subjects ranged from high school to postgraduate work, with the median being about 2 years of college. The only point at which education might appear to be relevant was for the lexical decision tasks, given that AP's performance was at or above the mean for controls on the syllable and nonword discrimination tasks. However, the lexical decision tasks included familiar words, even for the task that included relatively low-frequency words. The factor determining performance was thus not familiarity with the words but the ability to make the phonological distinctions between words and nonwords. Evidence relevant to this point will be presented in the discussion of the lexical decision results.
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS
The first two sections below report the phoneme perception and lexical decision results obtained with AP. Subsequent sections address the possible source of the discrepancy between his performances on these tasks.
Phoneme Discrimination and Identification
AP's segmental speech discrimination was tested to determine if he could discriminate between stimuli that are acoustically similar, but phonemically distinct (e.g., ''ba'' vs. ''pa'' and ''ra'' vs. ''la'') . Two types of identification tasks were used. In one, AP was asked to repeat consonant vowel (CV) stimuli. In the other, AP was asked to determine if two stimuli, one spoken by a female speaker and the other by a male speaker, were the same or different.
Phoneme Discrimination
Method STIMULI. The nonsense syllables were natural speech pairs of CV syllables (where the vowel was always /a/) that had been recorded by a male speaker on tape. Most of the different pairs (88%) differed by a single distinctive feature in the consonant and the remainder differed by two features. The test included stimulus pairs differing mainly in place (/ga/-/da/), voicing (/ba/ -/pa/), or continuance (/ta/-/sa/). A few of the stimulus pairs differed in other featural contrasts, such as nasality.
PROCEDURE. Stimulus pairs were presented in a random order in the sound field, with an interval of 500 ms between the syllables in a pair. Half the trials were ''same'' pairs and half were ''different'' pairs. The volume of stimulus presentation was adjusted to a comfortable hearing level for each subject. The subject's task was to indicate whether the two stimuli presented were the same or different by pointing to one of two cards with the words ''same'' and ''different'' written on them. There were 4 practice trials with feedback followed by 66 test trials without feedback.
Results. AP obtained a score of 97% correct on the nonsense syllable discrimination task. The mean score obtained by five control subjects was 97.5%, with a range from 95.5 to 100%. AP was clearly within the normal range.
Speech Identification
Since it is possible that speech discrimination could be carried out on the basis of acoustic information (Blumstein, Cooper, Zurif, & Caramazza, 1977; Berndt & Mitchum, 1990) , we wished to determine whether AP could identify phonemic categories from acoustic input. In one task, syllable pairs were presented, one syllable spoken in a female voice and the other in a male voice. AP was asked to judge if the syllables were the same or different, ignoring voice of the speaker. Given the large acoustic differences in the ''same'' pairs, AP could not rely solely on acoustic information in making these judgments. In the second task, AP was simply asked to repeat consonant-vowel stimuli. We reasoned that repetition could not be based on the complex and rapidly changing acoustic information in the input, but would have to be based on a representation of the input coded in terms of phonemic categories.
Method: VOICE CHANGE TASK. Thirty-eight CV pairs were presented in which the vowel was always /a/ and the consonant varied. On half the trials the syllables in a pair were the same and on half the trials they differed by a single feature in the consonant (e.g., /ma/-/ na/, /fa/ -/va/). On every pair, one syllable was spoken in a female voice and the other in a male voice. Within both the same and different trials, the order of male and female voices was counterbalanced. The stimuli were presented in a random order and AP was asked to judge whether the syllables were the same or different, ignoring the change in the voice of the speaker. Two practice trials were given. Six control subjects were tested on this task. SYLLABLE REPITITION. AP was asked to repeat 15 CV syllables and 5 CCV syllables. For 11 of the CV syllables and for all 5 of the CCV syllables the vowel was /a/ and the consonant varied. For 4 of the CV syllables, the consonant was /m/ and the vowel varied. Controls were not tested on this task as it was assumed that all would be at 100% correct.
Results and discussion. On the voice change task, AP scored 35/38 correct (92%), which was slightly above the mean for control subjects (mean ϭ 91% correct, range ϭ 79 to 97% correct). On the syllable repetition task, AP repeated 100% of the CV syllables correctly. For the CCV syllables, he repeated only 2/5 correctly. On the remaining three, he substituted /aI/ for /a/, which had the effect of creating a word (/fra/ → fry, /pla/ → ply, and /spa/ → spy). AP performed at a high level on these tasks, at least when CV stimuli were used. Consequently, it appeared that AP was able to identify phonemic categories accurately. AP's performance on the voice change task is particularly impressive in this regard given that control subjects were not at ceiling on this task, with the lowest performing control scoring at only 79% correct compared to AP's 92% correct. AP's poorer performance on the CCV syllables on the repetition task is consistent with other data (presented below) indicating that he performs poorly and has a tendency to lexicalize when asked to repeat longer nonwords.
Word Discrimination and Identification

Lexical Decision
AP was tested on several lexical decision tasks in which nonwords were constructed to be highly similar to known words, sometimes differing in only a single distinctive feature in one phoneme (see Allport, 1984 , for a similar procedure). The first two tasks examined his accuracy on untimed lexical decision for materials which differed in terms of the nonwords' phonemic similarity to words. The next task examined speeded lexical decisions for a third set of materials which varied in terms of word frequency and number of syllables. The final two tasks compared forced choice lexical decision and word-nonword discrimination for materials generated from the third set of lexical decision stimuli.
Effects of Phonemic Similarity to Words
Given that AP was normal at syllable discrimination and identification tasks, one might expect the phoneme identification aspect of the lexical decision task to be performed normally. Poor performance on lexical decision would thus be suggestive of disrupted lexical phonological representations. This would particularly be the case if lexical decision performance with visual presentation was better than performance with auditory presentation. Thus, for one stimulus list, AP was tested once auditorily and once visually.
Method: STIMULI. Two stimulus sets were constructed consisting of 60 words and 60 nonwords. The same 60 words were used in both sets. The words had frequencies ranging from 35 to 40 occurrences per million (Kucera & Francis, 1967) . Half were one syllable and half were two syllables. For set 1, the nonwords were created by altering the initial or final phoneme of each word by one distinctive feature. For example, the word ''clouds'' became ''glouds'' and the word ''glad'' became ''glat.'' For set 2, the nonwords were created by changing both the initial and final phonemes. Each phoneme change could involve a change in one or more distinctive features. For both stimulus sets, each word and its nonword counterpart appeared in a random order in the list, with the constraint that the two not follow each other. The two stimulus sets were recorded on tape by a female speaker.
PROCEDURE. The lexical decision task was presented in the sound field through the speaker of a tape recorder. The sound level was adjusted to a comfortable hearing level for each subject. Words and nonwords were presented one at a time and subjects were asked to respond ''yes'' if the stimulus was a word and ''no'' if it was not. There were 6 practice trials followed by 120 test trials. Subjects were given feedback on the practice trials but not the test trials. AP was tested three times on set 1 with an interval of 6 months between the first and second administrations and an interval of 11 months between the second and third administrations. Set 1 was also presented once visually, with the words and nonwords written on cards, 4 months after the first administration of the auditory version. Set 2 was presented once at the same time as the third presentation of set 1.
Results. The results from sets 1 and 2 for AP and the mean and range for five control subjects are presented in Table 1 . The results are presented both in terms of the percentage correct and in terms of A′ (Pollack & Norman, 1964) . Although AP's performance improved somewhat on the second and third administrations of set 1 relative to the first, he remained well below the normal range of the control subjects on all administrations. AP's performance was better on the set 2 stimuli, but he was still below the level of the control subjects. On both sets, AP was highly accurate at judging word stimuli, but tended to accept nonword stimuli as words. Across the three administrations of the test, AP's performance on the nonwords did not show consistent effects of number of syllables, location of the changed phoneme (beginning or end), or of the particular distinctive feature contrast that was involved.
When the set 1 stimuli were presented visually (12/88), AP performed much better than with auditory presentation, scoring 93% correct (100% words, 87% nonwords, A′ ϭ .94). Although his performance with visual presentation indicates some degree of bias to respond ''word'' to a nonword stimulus, he was clearly much more accurate with visual presentation than with auditory presentation.
Speeded Lexical Decision
On both of the previous lexical decision tests, AP appeared to be much more uncertain about his judgments for nonword stimuli and to take a much longer time to make decisions about nonwords than about words. On this task, reaction times were recorded which allowed us to verify whether this impression was correct. The variables manipulated were word frequency (and frequency of the words on which the nonwords were based), number of syllables (1 vs. 2), and whether the initial or final phoneme of the word was altered in constructing the nonwords. As was true for stimulus set 1, the nonwords differed from a real word by a single distinctive feature of one phoneme.
Method: STIMULI. The 128 stimuli consisted of half words and half nonwords. The 32 highfrequency words had frequencies which ranged from 80 to 88 occurrences in a million and the 32 low-frequency words all had frequencies of 5 occurrences per million (Kucera & Francis, 1967) . Half of the words were one syllable and half were two syllables. The nonwords were created by altering the initial phoneme half of the time and the final phoneme half of the time by one distinctive feature for both the high-and low-frequency words. The stimuli were recorded and digitized by a female speaker onto a Macintosh computer at a 11,000-Hz sampling rate.
PROCEDURE. Stimuli were presented in the sound field at approximately 78 dB through a loudspeaker (Realistic, 13-1190) connected to a Macintosh computer. Subjects were told that they would be hearing items presented one at a time. Their task was to press the ''1'' key if it sounded like a word and the ''2'' key if it did not. They were instructed to respond as quickly as possible. Reaction times were recorded by the computer, with timing beginning at the end of the word. This task was administered to AP in September of 1990.
Results. Table 2 shows mean reaction times, percentages of word and nonword stimuli judged either correctly or incorrectly, and A′ values on lexical decision set 3 for AP and for five control subjects. Reaction times greater than Ϯ 3 SD from the mean for each subject were eliminated from the analysis. AP continued to perform well below the normal range of the control subjects on the lexical decision test. The control subjects on average were 77 ms longer to respond correctly to nonwords than words, whereas AP's reaction times were more than twice as long for correct decisions to nonwords than for correct decisions to words, a difference of 844 ms. In contrast, his reaction times for incorrectly accepting nonwords as words were considerably faster than his reaction times for correct decisions to nonwords (1018 (44) 574 (92) ms vs. 1653 ms). Thus, even when AP did correctly classify nonwords, he took an extremely long time to make his decision. Neither the controls nor AP showed any significant effect of number of syllables or position of the altered phoneme for the nonwords. Percentages correct and mean reaction times for high-and low-frequency words and nonwords are also presented in Table 2 . Both AP and the control subjects were equally accurate on the high-and low-frequency words. The control subjects showed somewhat faster times for the high-than low-frequency words, but the difference was nonsignificant, t(4) ϭ 1.61, p ϭ .18.
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The control subjects' reaction times were similar for the nonwords based on high-and low-frequency words, but they made significantly more errors on the nonwords based on high-frequency words, t(4) ϭ 3.12, p Ͻ .05. The advantage for the nonwords based on low-frequency words ranged from 3 to 13% for the individual control subjects. AP showed an opposite pattern, as he made more errors for the nonwords based on low-frequency words (6% advantage for the nonwords based on high-frequency words), though the difference was nonsignificant. He also showed substantially longer reaction times for the nonwords based on low-frequency words.
Discussion. The lexical decision results indicate that although AP demonstrated a normal ability to discriminate and identify phonemes, his lexical decision performance was impaired with auditory presentation, particularly when the nonwords were very similar to real words. Unlike the patient MK (Howard & Franklin, 1988) , however, AP performed much worse on the nonword stimuli than on the word stimuli. He appeared very reluctant to classify a nonword as a nonword, as his reaction times to correctly reject nonwords were much longer than his reaction times to incorrectly classify nonwords as words, the opposite of the pattern shown by controls.
Some might question our conclusion that AP's ability to discriminate phonemes is normal whereas his lexical decision ability is impaired given that he and the controls performed at close to ceiling on the phoneme discrimination task. First, note that while normal controls performed quite well on the phoneme discrimination task, they did make some errors (x ϭ 97.5; range, 95.5-100). Also, AP scored slightly above the normal mean on the phoneme discrimination task involving a voice change-a task on which the controls showed a considerable range (79-97%). Moreover, we would argue that there is not much difference in the level of difficulty for the lexical decision tasks and the phoneme discrimination tasks for normal controls. In fact, the controls performed comparably on the set 2 lexical decision task (x ϭ 97; range, 95-99) as on the same-voice phoneme discrimination task. For the more difficult set 1 lexical decision task and the more difficult voice change phoneme discrimination task, the controls actually performed better on the set 1 lexical decision task (x ϭ 94; range, 90-97.5) than on the voice change task (x ϭ 90.5; range, 79-97). In contrast to the controls' comparable levels of performance on the phoneme discrimination and lexical decision tasks, AP was very close to the normal mean on both phoneme discrimination tasks but below the normal range on both lexical decision tasks.
thing, that performance with written words would be worse than for spoken words, rather than the reverse. It should also be noted that the control subject with the lowest education (1 year more than AP) performed slightly above the mean for the control subjects on the set 1 and set 2 stimuli (scoring 97.5% correct on both).
Word-Nonword Discrimination and Forced Choice Lexical Decision
Several issues need to be considered before one can interpret the contrast between AP's accurate perception of phonemes and his poor ability to discriminate words from nonwords. First, it is possible that, although AP can discriminate short CV syllables differing in a single distinctive feature, he can not discriminate longer nonwords. That is, it is possible that AP does have a deficit in phonemic perception for longer sequences that impairs his lexical decision performance. For example, it could be that AP takes longer to identify phonemes than normal subjects and when longer phoneme sequences are presented, he has not finished identifying earlier phonemes when later ones are being presented. Thus, his perception of longer sequences might become disrupted. If so, this might account for his poor performance on the lexical decision task and on CCV repetition.
Second, AP's good performance with words but not nonwords on the lexical decision might result from a bias to say ''word.'' Although it is unclear why AP would adopt such a bias; it is possible that he would show a better ability to discriminate words and nonwords if the possibility of a word bias were eliminated.
To investigate these possibilities, the set 3 materials from the lexical decision task were used in two further tasks. In one, AP was tested on his ability to make same-different judgments for word and nonword stimuli. In the second, he was tested on his ability to judge which stimulus of a wordnonword pair was the word.
Method: STIMULI-Word-nonword discrimination. The 128 stimuli used in lexical decision set 3 were used for the discrimination test as well. The 64 different pairs were created by using the word and its nonword pair that differed by only one phoneme (e.g., woodworkwoodworg). On half of the different trials the word was presented first and on the other half the nonword was presented first. The 64 same pairs were created by randomly selecting 32 words and 32 nonwords (e.g., woodwork-woodwork).
Forced choice lexical decision. The stimuli from the discrimination task that consisted of a word and a nonword were used.
PROCEDURE. Stimuli were presented in the sound field at approximately 78 dB through a loudspeaker (Realistic, 13-1190) connected to a Macintosh computer. The two items in a pair were presented sequentially with a 500-ms ISI. Subjects were told that they would be hearing two items presented one at a time. For the discrimination task, they were told to decide as quickly as possible if the two items were the same or different by making a keypress (same ϭ 1; different ϭ 2). For the forced choice task, they were told to indicate which of the two items was a word by making a keypress (first ϭ 1; second ϭ 2). The discrimination task was administered to AP in November of 1990 and the forced choice task in June of 1991.
Results: WORD-NONWORD DISCRIMINATION. AP correctly discriminated whether the items were the same or different 91% of the time (A′ ϭ .95). He performed at approximately the same level for the three types of trials: 91% correct word-word, 91% correct nonword-nonword, 92% correct word-nonword. Although AP exhibited a high level of accuracy, the control subjects had a mean of 97% and a range of 96-98%. (The mean percentages correct for the control subjects for the different types of stimulus pairs were 97% word-word, 99% nonword-nonword, 96% word-nonword. Mean A′ ϭ .98). However, the mild degree of impairment that AP demonstrated on this task indicates that his very poor performance on lexical decision could not be attributed to a difficulty in discriminating longer sequences of phonemes.
FORCED CHOICE LEXICAL DECISION. AP correctly identified the word in the pair 72% of the time, which is markedly below his ability to discriminate the same word-nonword stimuli (91% correct). This level of performance is approximately what one would expect if, on half the trials, AP correctly identified the nonword as a nonword and thus could make a correct decision and, on the other half of the trials, identified the nonword as a word and thus was forced to guess which stimulus was the word. Thus, when bias was eliminated, AP's accuracy in discriminating words from nonwords did not improve. It should be noted, however, that AP's poor performance on this task cannot be unambiguously attributed to misperceptions of the nonwords as words, since misperception of the words as nonwords would have resulted in similarly impaired performance. The tests reported below addressed the accuracy of his word perception more directly.
Word Identification
Although AP accurately classified words as words in the lexical decision tasks, the lexical decision results are not informative with regard to what AP actually perceived on the word trials. It is possible that on some trials he perceived some word other than that presented. The following tasks-a gating task and repetition tasks-were employed that required AP to produce what he was perceiving.
Gating
In the following experiment, AP's word recognition was examined in greater detail by using the gating paradigm (Grosjean, 1980) . In this task, subjects hear the initial segment of a word and must try to identify the word. On each trial the length of the segment increases until the entire word has been presented. Previous results with normal subjects indicated that they identify the word at or near the point at which the word diverges from all other words in the language (Grosjean, 1980; Tyler, 1984) . Using this paradigm it should be possible to determine if AP correctly identifies words and does so at the same point in the word as do normal subjects.
Method: STIMULI. Twenty-four nouns with the stress on the first syllable were selected from Kucera and Francis (1967) . Half of the words began with a plosive consonant and half of the items began with a fricative consonant. There were equal numbers of one, two, and three syllable words. Half of the items were low frequency (1 occurrence per million) and half of the items were high frequency (a mean of 494 occurrences per million, with a range between 130 and 2110).
For each of the words, a sentence was constructed that ended with that word. In order to verify that the context did lead to an expectation for the target word, the sentences with the final word omitted were given to 30 Rice University undergraduates to complete. Undergraduates guessed the target word 20-50% of the time or a synonym 10-40% of the time.
The 24 sentences were then digitized by a female speaker. The final word from each sentence was copied and then divided into segments of 60 ms. Two types of presentations were created: (1) no context and (2) context. In the no context condition, only the stimulus word was used. Presentations of increasing duration were recorded at a constant amplitude (ϩ60 ms for each presentation), with an interstimulus interval of 7 s, during which time the subject identified the word and the confidence of their response and the experimenter recorded the response. For a given word, the first presentation contained the first 60 ms of the word, the second presentation the first 120 ms of the word, and so on until the whole word was presented. In the context condition, the same recording procedure was used except that each presentation was preceded by the sentence. For example, the segments corresponding to the word ''pub'' were each preceded by ''We had a drink at the.''
The 24 words were randomly assigned to one of two groups. One group of words was used for the no context condition in session I and the second group of words was used for the context condition in session I. In session II, the two word groups were used for the other condition.
PROCEDURE. Subjects were tested individually in two sessions with at least 4 days between sessions. The words were presented through a tape recorder at a comfortable loudness level. Subjects were told that they would be participating in a word guessing game. They heard a tone at the beginning of each trial, followed by the first segment of a word. The tape was paused and the subject was asked to guess the word. The experimenter wrote down the subject's response. The subject was then instructed to rate his/her confidence in his/her answer on a three-point scale. The scale was labeled ''very sure,'' ''somewhat sure,'' and ''guessing.'' Subjects wrote their rating on an answer sheet. The subject was then presented with a longer segment of the word. This process was continued until the entire word had been presented. Subjects were given one practice trial before the actual test began. No feedback was given during the test. After the first condition was presented, subjects were given a 5-min break and then the second condition was presented. If subjects were given the no context condition followed by the context condition in session I, then they were given the context condition followed by the no context condition in session II.
Five age-matched control subjects were tested in addition to AP.
Results. Two scores were calculated: (1) isolation time and (2) confidence. Isolation time refers to the length of the word segment when the subject correctly identified the word. Confidence refers to the length of the word segment when the subject correctly identified the word and rated that identification as ''very sure.'' If the subject failed to identify the word, the item was not included in the calculation of mean isolation and confidence times. The mean isolation and confidence times for AP and the control subjects are presented in Table 3 .
For those words that AP identified correctly, his isolation and confidence times were close to those of the control subjects for the words presented in isolation. Like the control subjects, AP was faster at identifying high-frequency words (338 ms) than low-frequency words (423 ms), and he was also faster at identifying words in context (317 ms) than outside of context (459 ms). However, the control subjects showed a larger advantage of context than did AP. AP differed most strikingly from the control subjects with respect to identification failures. The control subjects failed to identify a word correctly even after the entire word was presented on an average of 2 trials of 24 for the words in isolation (range: 0 to 3 errors) and made no such errors on the words in context. In contrast, AP failed to identify 10 of the 48 words, 7 in isolation and 3 in context. AP failed to identify 7 of the 16 one-syllable words, 2 of the 16 twosyllable words, and 1 of the 16 three-syllable words (when combining across the single word and sentence context conditions). He was significantly worse on the one-syllable words than the two-syllable (χ 2 ϭ 3.86, p Ͻ .05) or three-syllable (χ 2 ϭ 6.00, p Ͻ .025) words. The control subjects showed a similar pattern in that 90% of their misidentifications occurred on one-syllable words. That is, on the average, the controls failed to identify 1.8 of the 16 one-syllable words, none of the 16 two-syllable words, and .2 of the 16 three-syllable words. Another interesting aspect of AP's performance was that he sometimes exhibited behavior similar to that reported for wordmeaning deafness patients (Kohn & Friedman, 1986) . For example, when presented with the trial for bookshelf, he actually said the word ''bookshelf'' in a questioning tone and then said ''that's not a word, maybe it's book cart.'' After several more segments of the word were presented he realized bookshelf was a word. This pattern occurred on 4 of the 48 trials. In addition, AP occasionally was unable to identify the word early on, but could give semantic information about the word. For example, when given the word toothpaste, he said ''toothbrush'' and then that maybe the word was ''Colgate or something.'' Then two segments later, he retrieved the word ''toothpaste.'' Discussion. AP's word identification failures in this gating task suggest that his word perception is not as accurate as suggested by his accuracy on the word trials in the lexical decision tasks. The relation of number of syllables to AP's and the control subjects' word identification failures most likely relates to the number of phonemically similar words for short versus long words. It has often been noted that one-syllable words have more phonemic neighbors in the lexicon than two-syllable words and two-syllable words have more neighbors than three-syllable words (e.g., Forster, Davis, Schoknecht, & Carter 1987) . For both AP and the control subjects, the presentation of the one-syllable words would thus activate more competitors than the presentation of a longer word. AP differs from the control subjects in having more difficulty isolating the correct word from this set.
AP's failure to show as great an advantage for context as was shown by the control subjects could be attributed to several factors. One obvious possibility is that he has difficulties in word identification that prevent his accurate perception of some of the context. Second, his great difficulties with syntactic analysis (see patient background information) would make perception of the context more difficult for AP than the controls.
Although the results from this task are suggestive, some caution should be exercised against drawing too strong conclusions from this task. The gating task appears to lead to an influence of expectations that may be absent from more natural speech perception tasks. Having guessed a particular word early on, even normal subjects sometimes persist in guessing that word beyond the point at which an inconsistency between the input and their guess has occurred. That is, subjects continue to hear what they expect to hear for several additional presentations even though the stimulus does not match this expectation. This is particularly the case for words presented in isolation. In natural speech perception, where subjects are not forced to guess a target word before sufficient information has been presented, such strong expectations most likely do not develop from minimal input.
Nonword and Word Repetition
As another means of assessing what AP perceived for word and nonword stimuli, a repetition task was used. Data from the CV repetition task indicated that AP had no difficulty in accurately producing such syllables in response to auditory input. These tasks examined whether AP's repetition would be accurate for word and longer nonword stimuli.
Method: STIMULI. AP was given two lists of nonwords and two lists of words to repeat. One of the nonword lists consisted of 52 nonwords from lexical decision set 3, in which the nonwords differed from a real word by one phonetic feature of one phoneme. The list included 24 one-syllable nonwords and 28 two-syllable nonwords. The other nonword list consisted of 119 nonwords (60 one-syllable and 59 two-syllable) which differed from words by one or two phonemes. Two word lists were presented, one consisting of 90 words (30 one-syllable, 30 two-syllable, and 30 three-syllable) and the other consisting of 45 words from the lexical decision set 3 (26 one-syllable and 19 two-syllable words).
PROCEDURE. The first nonword list (52 nonwords) and the first word list (90 words) were spoken to AP by the experimenter and he was asked to repeat each nonword or word. The second nonword list (119 nonwords) and the second word list (45 words) were recorded on tape by a female speaker. The word and nonword lists were presented in separate sessions. The second nonword list was presented to AP twice with several months separating the two administrations. Five control subjects were tested on repetition of the second nonword list. AP's and control subjects' responses were recorded on tape.
Results. AP's accuracy of repetition and his tendency to lexicalize was affected by the phonological similarity of the nonwords to words. For the nonwords differing from a word by a single distinctive feature in one phoneme, AP repeated 54% of the nonwords accurately and produced a lexicalization for 35% of the items. For the nonword lists differing by one or two phonemes from words, AP repeated 64% of the nonwords correctly and made lexical substitutions on 16% of the nonwords, when averaging across the two administrations. All of AP's lexicalization errors were the substitution of a word phonologically similar to the target. The remainder of AP's errors were the substitution of phonologically similar nonwords for the target nonwords. He never failed to produce a response. For the control subjects, the mean correct repetition for the second nonword list was 93%, with a range from 90 to 98%. Of the five control subjects, one made one lexicalization error.
For the first nonword list, AP showed a clear effect of number of syllables on repetition as he repeated 72% of the one-syllable nonwords correctly but only 31% of the two-syllable nonwords correctly. The tendency to lexicalize also differed with syllable length, as AP lexicalized 21% of the one-syllable nonwords and 52% of the two-syllable nonwords. For the other nonword list, AP repeated 70% of the one-syllable nonwords correctly and 58% of the two-syllable nonwords correctly. For the second list, the tendency to lexicalize was higher for the one-syllable than the two-syllable nonwords (20% vs. 12%); however, the one-and two-syllable nonwords were not matched in phonological similarity to words and the one-syllable nonwords tended to be closer in phonological similarity.
AP repeated 93% of the 90 words from the first list correctly and 88% of the 45 words from the second list correctly. Control subjects were not tested on word repetition because it was assumed that they would be at ceiling. AP's word repetition errors consisted of the substitution of a phonemically related word for the target word in all but one case. For example, AP said ''bank'' for ''thank,'' ''phone'' for ''foam,'' and ''centuries'' for ''century.'' The one exception was the production of the nonword/klaus/for ''clouds.''
Discussion of Word Recognition Results
The word and nonword repetition tasks provided further support for the claim that AP's perception is particularly impaired for nonword stimuli. Al-though his word perception was not normal (as evidenced by the gating results and by his occasional errors in word repetition), it was more accurate than his ability to perceive nonwords. Our initial hypotheses regarding this pattern was that AP's auditory word representations were somewhat ill-defined in that close, but not perfect, matches were accepted.
Another possible hypothesis regarding AP's performance was suggested to us by the interactive activation framework proposed by N. Martin and Saffran (1992) and N. Martin et al. (1994a) to account for the patterns of word perception difficulties found for a deep dysphasic patient NC. In order to model NC's pattern of word perception and production, Martin et al. assumed that activation flowed through a word recognition network in a normal fashion, but that decay at all levels in the model (phonemic, lexical, and semantic) was abnormally rapid. This assumption of rapid decay could account for the patient's tendency to make semantic errors in repetition, as well as a tendency to make formal paraphasias (i.e., substitute one word for a phonemically similar word) and his inability to repeat nonwords. Obviously, AP's performance differs in several respects from that of NC, particularly in that he does not make semantic errors in word repetition. He does show some disruption in nonword repetition, however, and a tendency to make formal paraphasias in word and phrase repetition. In the section below, the possibility of a decay explanation is evaluated.
A COMPUTATIONAL ACCOUNT OF AP'S DEFICITS
Our initial hypothesis with regard to the locus of AP's deficit focused on his lexical decision performance. We hypothesized that he had some disruption in his lexical phonological representations that resulted in his accepting close but not perfect matches. In order to examine the notion of disrupted lexical phonological representations vs. disruptions at other levels, three models of word recognition (two interactive and one feedforward) were tested to determine if ''damage'' (i.e., decreases in connection strength and increases in decay rate) at various points would result in word and nonword processing patterns like those observed for AP. The model which provided the best fit to the data was the Interactive Activation (IA) model of McClelland and Rumelhart (1981; Rumelhart & McClelland, 1982 ). This will be discussed first followed by a brief discussion of two other approaches that proved less successful.
The Interactive Activation (IA) Model
The interactive model of visual word perception developed by McClelland and Rumelhart (1981) was adopted for our use. The model has layers of nodes representing visual features, letters, and words. We used the basic structure of the model but modified it such as to simulate auditory word perception by adopting the phonological coding system employed in McClelland and Elman (1986). We changed the visual features to distinctive features of speech and the letters to phonemes and modified the interlayer connections appropriately.
We used a set of distinctive features used by McClelland and Elman (1986) which codes a phoneme on seven dimensions (power, vocalic, diffuse, acute, consonantal, voiced, and burst) on an intensity scale ranging from zero to eight. In accordance with the Interactive Activation model, each feature was coded by a pair of nodes, one of which indicated the presence of a particular feature and the other one its absence. Fourteen phonemes were implemented (/b/, /p/, /d/, /t/, /g/, /k/, /s/, /S/ as in ''ship,'' /l/, /r/, /a/ as in ''pot,'' /i/ as in ''beet,'' /u/as in ''boot,'' and / / as the second phoneme in ''target''). This coding schema was duplicated for each of four positions within a word. The vocabulary of the model consisted of the 65 fourphoneme words in McClelland and Elman's word set.
The model has excitatory as well as inhibitory feedforward connections between the feature and phoneme level and the phoneme and word level. It also has excitatory and inhibitory feedback connections from the word to the phoneme level. Furthermore, there are within-level inhibitory connections between competing units at each of the three levels.
Parameter values for the standard setting were set at the values specified by McClelland and Rumelhart and are shown in the Appendix. 4 The only parameters that were modified were excitation and inhibition between feature and phoneme level. This was necessary in order to correct for the different number of units at the feature level in the IA and our model. In the standard setting, decay rates were equal at all levels.
An input to the model was simulated by activating the phonetic features corresponding to the input pattern to their maximum levels. Subsequently, the activation transmitted via the excitatory and inhibitory connections to the other representational levels was summed for each node in the network, and its current activation level was decayed and updated within each time slice. For details on the input procedure and the updating functions, see McClelland and Rumelhart (1981) . Figure 2a provides an example of word activation for word (''dart'') and nonword (''darp'') input with all parameters at their standard values. For word input, the intended word becomes highly active and all the competitors are suppressed after about 20 cycles. (The labels on the graph in the form of x/y refer to the activation for x given y as input. The line corresponding to ''other words'' is the combined activation of all remaining words not shown by their individual line on the graph.) For nonword input, many competitors are initially highly active. Two words (''dart'' and ''dark'') become the most active and are the only two words active at about 30 cycles, but both remain active. Thus, from these examples it appears that the response of the model to word input differs from that for nonword input. That is, for word input a single lexical entry becomes highly activated, whereas for nonword input more than one lexical node remains highly active. Figure 2b depicts phoneme activation for the phoneme /t/ with ''dart'' as input and for the phoneme /p/ given ''darp'' as input. The /p/ becomes less active for ''darp'' than does the /t/ in ''dart'' because of the top-down influence of the activation of ''dart'' and ''dark'' for nonword input. Even though the /p/ is less active, it is still the only phoneme with activation greater than zero.
In order to use activation levels to model subjects' task performance, some method has to be adopted for converting these activation levels into responses (e.g., production of a word response, or a word-nonword decision). In their simulations, McClelland and Rumelhart (1981; see for more details) computed response probabilities by calculating a ''running average'' activation for each node that takes into account the node's prior activation as it precedes back in time. This averaged activation value was exponentially transformed and converted into a response probability by applying Luce's (1959) choice rule which yields an index of a node's activation relative to the activation of its competitors.
Using this method, a high probability for a particular word node is obtained when the activation of one word is high relative to the rest for a substantial time period. The greater the number of words that are at least fairly highly activated, the lower the response probability for the highest. If a high criterion is set for producing a word response, then in the case of word input (e.g., ''dart'' input in Fig. 2a ) the target word would exceed this criterion, whereas in the case of nonword input (e.g., ''darp'' input in Fig. 2a ) no word would exceed this criterion. If the subjects' task is lexical decision, then whether the response probability for any word node exceeds this criterion could be used as the basis of the decision. If the subjects' task is repetition, then if some word exceeds the response probability criterion this word could be used to retrieve the composite phonemes. In the case of nonword input, with no word exceeding the response probability criterion, repetition would have to be based on response probabilities at the phoneme level.
The crucial features of AP's performance that needed to be captured by the model were his accurate ability to perceive phonemes, his generally accurate perception of words, and his perception of nonwords as phonemically similar words. In order to demonstrate good phoneme perception, the model would have to show activation for the appropriate distinctive features and phonemes to nonword input and little activation for incorrect phonemes or features. To demonstrate good perception of words, the model would have to show a high level of activation for the appropriate word node and little activation for competitors, resulting in a high response probability for the appropriate word. To demonstrate misperception of nonwords as words, the model would have to show a high level of activation for a single word phonemically similar to the nonword input and a low level of activation for competitors, again resulting in a high response probability for a particular word. (If two or more words were approximately equally activated for nonword input, then the response probability for each would be relatively low, as is the case for the model with standard parameters.) Moreover, in order that the model not pro-vide conflicting information at the different levels, it would be important that the word level activation and the phoneme level activation be consistent (e.g., ''dart'' activated at the word level and /d/ /a/ /r/ /t/ activated at the phoneme level for ''darp'' input).
In order to model preserved phoneme perception, the activation of features, the connections between features and phonemes, and the within-level inhibitory connections between phonemes were not modified during the modeling effort. In order to test the idea that disrupted lexical representations might give rise to AP's lexical decision performance, the effects of several different modifications were examined. These included decreasing the activation between the phoneme and word levels, decreasing the inhibition between word representations and increasing the rate of decay of activation at the word level. 5 The results of these manipulations did not increase the likelihood that nonword input would strongly activate a word and increase its response probability; in fact, quite the opposite was the case. All of these manipulations gave rise to similar results, and thus only the results for increased word decay are reported. Figure 3 repeats the example shown in Fig.  2 with word decay set to .30 instead of the standard level of .07. As shown in Fig. 3a , the activation for ''dart'' given ''dart'' as input was decreased relative to the standard decay setting, and other similar words became and stayed more highly active. For ''darp'' input, ''dart'' and ''dark'' were not activated very highly and many more other words became and stayed active. Thus, there was less tendency for nonword input to highly activate only a few words. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 3b , activation for /p/ given ''darp'' was as high as it was for the normal parameter setting. Thus, increasing word decay did not make this nonword seem more wordlike. If anything with the standard settings, word input resulted in activation more like that for nonword input. Increasing the word level decay beyond .3 to .5 or .6 only exaggerated this result, with higher levels of word decay resulting in a low level of activation for word input and less activation for the target word relative to that for competitors.
Modifications of parameter settings at the phoneme level were examined next. Given AP's good discrimination and identification of phonemes, disruptions in mapping distinctive features to phonemes or decreases in inhibition between phoneme representations seemed unlikely as contributing factors. A plausible alternative appeared to be a rapid decay at the phonemic level. When the model was changed such that the rate of loss of activation at the phoneme level was increased to .30 (while the rate of loss of activation at the word level was left as in the normal setting), results for word and nonword patterns of activation appeared to match the behavioral patterns obtained for AP. As shown in Fig. 4a , with a rapid loss of activation at the phoneme level, word input (i.e., ''dart'') activated the appropriate word at a rapid pace, with incorrect words being rapidly inhibited. Activation of the word did not reach as high a level as was obtained with the normal settings (see Fig. 2a ), but still the only word activated past 20 cycles was the correct word. More crucially, setting the input to a nonword (i.e., ''darp'') that was phonologically similar to a word or words in the lexicon initially activated more than one word, but there was a tendency for one word to dominate beginning after about 30 cycles. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 4b , the rapid loss of information at the phonemic level led to a low activation for the phoneme ''p.'' That is, as a word tended to dominate in activation, phonemes in that word tended to dominate phonemes in the input.
Similar results were obtained for phoneme level decay values from .1 to .5, with the tendency for one word to dominate with nonword input increasing as the decay level increased. Beyond .5, however, increases in phoneme decay led to a low level of activation across all levels of representation, such that word competitors for nonword input did not have a high enough activation level to have much of a top-down influence on the phoneme level, and thus, one word did not suppress competitors. As a consequence, the pattern for word and nonword input with very high levels of decay resembled that for the standard setting, but with lower levels of asymptotic activation.
In order to verify that the results shown in Fig. 2 to 4 reflect general patterns rather than patterns specific to these inputs, activation patterns for 10 words and 10 corresponding nonwords were computed under the three parameter settings (standard, word decay ϭ .30, and phoneme decay ϭ .30). The average activation levels and response probabilities at cycles 30, 60, and 90 are presented in Fig. 5 for the word level and in Fig. 6 for the phoneme level. (These response probabilities were again computed using the procedure outlined above and described in detail in McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981) . The 10 words were randomly selected from the word pool; the nonwords were created by changing one phoneme from the word.
As shown in Fig. 5 , for word input under standard parameters, the activation and response probabilities for the appropriate word are high at 30 cycles and remain so at 60 and 90 cycles. For nonword input, activations and response probabilities for the most activated word increase with increasing cycles. However, at 90 cycles, none of the 10 nonwords gives rise to a very high response probability. For the increased phoneme decay parameter setting, activation levels for word input are high and remain high throughout the 90 cycles, though never reaching the level achieved under standard parameters. However, response probabilities are very high (from .99 to 1.00). For nonword input, activations increase substantially with increasing numbers of cycles and at 90 cycles the mean response probability for the nonwords approaches that for the words. For the increased word decay parameter setting, the mean activation value for the appropriate word remains low throughout all 90 cycles; however, response probability increases (due to the decrease in activation of competitors relative to the target word). For nonword input, activation levels remain very low, as do response probabilities.
In order to translate the response probabilities into task performance on, say, lexical decision, one would have to assume a response criterion for saying ''word.'' If subjects adopted a high criterion such as a .90 response probability at 90 cycles, then, under standard parameter settings, 100% of the words would be classified as words, whereas none of the nonwords would be classified as words. Under the increased phoneme decay condition, 100% of the words would be classified as words and 70% of the nonwords would be classified as words. Under the increased word decay condition, all of the words would be classified as words, but none of the nonwords would be classified as words. Of course, the percentages would change if a different response criterion were used. If a strict criterion of .99 were adopted, the following percentages of word classifications would result: under standard parameter settings-100% for word input, 0% for nonword input; under in- creased phoneme decay-100% for word input, 60% for nonword input; and for increased word decay-10% for word input, 0% for nonword input.
Thus, the only parameter manipulation that was found to increase the likelihood that a nonword was classified as a word while word classification remained accurate was increased phoneme decay. Moreover, this failure to discriminate words and nonwords was due mainly to increased response probabilities for the nonwords rather than to decreased response probabilities for the words. In examining the activation pattern for nonword input, it was clear that higher response probabilities for words occurred when there was only a single word in the vocabulary that was only one phoneme different from the nonword. If several words were one phoneme different, then it was likely that none would become highly activated relative to the rest because of interword inhibition. This effect of neighborhood size is consistent with the findings from nonword repetition for AP, where it was found that AP's accuracy was lower and his tendency to lexicalize was greater for two-syllable nonwords than for one-syllable nonwords. As mentioned earlier, twosyllable words tend to have smaller neighborhoods than one-syllable words (Forster et al., 1987) . Figure 6 shows the mean activation and response probabilities at the phoneme level. Phoneme activations are for the phoneme in the nonword that differed from the phoneme in that position for the word that became most highly activated. For example, for the nonword /spig/, the word /spik/ becomes most highly activated, and thus, the phoneme activation for /spik/ would be for the ''k.'' (In all cases, the word that became most highly activated differed from the nonword by a single phoneme.) For the standard and increased word decay settings, the input phoneme for nonword input remains strongly activated. For word input, the input phoneme from nonword input is not highly activated, again because of the top-down influence from the word to the phoneme level. Thus, with increased phoneme decay there is less of a contradiction between the activation at the word level and the activation at the phoneme level with nonword input than is the case for either the standard settings or with increased word decay. Thus, the model under increased phoneme decay gives rise to nonwords being perceived as words. Such a pattern would coincide with AP's tendency to make word decisions to nonwords in lexical decision and to lexicalize nonwords in repetition. The results of this modeling exercise suggest that AP's deficits on lexical decision and nonword repetition could be attributed to rapid decay of information at the phoneme level.
Feedforward Model
The IA model was modified to change it to a purely feedforward model by setting the weight to zero for the excitatory word to letter connection and decreasing the interword inhibition from .21 to .10. (The decrease in interword inhibition was necessary to prevent the model from strongly activating a single word from nonword input when standard settings were used for the remaining parameters.) The probabilities for word and nonword input are shown in Fig. 7 . Compared to Fig. 5 , it can be seen that nonword input gives rise to lower word activation. Of course, this would be expected since there is no top-down feedback from word representations that would serve to boost the activation of phonemes consistent with known words. Given this feedforward model, none of the changes of activation or decay at the word or nonword level resulted in a pattern like that shown for AP.
Trace TRACE (McClelland & Elman, 1986) was created in order to capture aspects of speech perception as they occur over time. However, we discovered that, even with the standard parameter settings, TRACE produces a high level of activation for nonwords which are very close phonemically to a particular word; in fact, it produces a level of activation indistinguishable from that for word input after a sufficient number of cycles. In order to prevent this, it would have been necessary to change various parameters, which would then have potentially altered the model's ability to simulate the various aspects of word perception on which it was originally tested. In addition, it was discovered that modifications that decreased connection strength or increased decay rate did not increase the tendency for nonwords to behave like words, even when an increase of decay rate at the phoneme level was attempted. Instead, the results were more like the findings for the IA model with modifications at the word level-that is, an overall decrease in the maximum level of activation and a tendency for word input to produce nonword-like patterns of activation.
The source of the different findings for IA vs. TRACE is not clear, as the models differ in many respects. One important difference, however, is the sequential processing of the input in TRACE and the parallel processing in IA. When the IA model was run such that input was provided one phoneme at a time, the model also had the tendency to highly activate a single word with nonword input even with the standard parameter settings. This was the case because sequential input tended to narrow the set of potential word candidates so that often only one word was left by the presentation of the final phoneme in a nonword, and consequently, there was no competition that kept that word from becoming too activated.
The findings from TRACE might be seen as problematic for the hypothesis of increased phoneme decay as the source of AP's pattern of performance. On the other hand, the tendency for TRACE to identify nonwords as phonemically similar words with the standard settings might also be interpreted as indicating problems with TRACE, perhaps linked to the extent to which word candidates are eliminated from the word as input is processed sequentially. The extent to which data from normal subjects indicate a ''left-toright'' elimination of word candidates during speech perception is currently a matter of debate (Luce et al., 1990; Marslen-Wilson, 1990 ). Of course, there is necessarily some degree of sequential processing in speech perception, which is most obvious in the case of multisyllabic words, and thus, the incorporation of sequential processing in TRACE is not to be viewed as problematic per se. Some adjustment in the degree to which candidates are eliminated on a sequential basis may be needed to prevent high activation from nonword input and to accommodate the results reported here. However, it was beyond the scope of the present research to determine if such adjustments could be made while preserving the attractive features of TRACE that were reported in McClelland and Elman (1986) . 6 
TEST OF PHONEME DECAY HYPOTHESIS: EFFECTS OF DELAY ON SPEECH DISCRIMINATION
If AP's pattern could be attributed to abnormally fast decay of phoneme representations, then one might expect AP to show impaired performance on tasks that required the retention of phonemes or nonwords over time. Retention of words, however, should be better preserved. The tests presented below examined AP's performance on phoneme, nonword, and word discrimination when a delay was introduced between the two items in a stimulus pair. The subsequent section assesses performance on verbal short-term memory tasks, which also require the maintenance of phonemic and word level information over time.
Discriminating Syllables, Nonwords, and Words under Delay
Nonsense Syllable Discrimination with and without Delay
This test examined the effect of delay on phoneme discrimination and differs from the earlier Nonsense Syllable Discrimination test in that the vowel was not always /a/ and the consonant contrast could occur either at the beginning or the end of the syllable. In one condition the interval between the two syllables was short (500 ms) and in the other condition it was longer (2 sec).
Method: STIMULI. The nonsense syllables were 132 natural speech pairs recorded by a female speaker on tape. In the no delay condition the ISI was 500 ms and in the delay condition the ISI was 2 s. The pairs differed by only one distinctive feature. Half the trials were ''same'' pairs and half were ''different'' pairs. The consonant was at the beginning of the syllable half of the time (/ba/-/pa/) and at the end of the syllable half of the time (/ab/ -/ap/). Five different vowel sounds were used, not just /a/. The same pairs were presented in the short and long ISI conditions, but in a different random order.
PROCEDURE. Stimulus pairs were presented in a random order in the sound field. The volume of stimulus presentation was adjusted to a comfortable hearing level for AP and the control subjects. The task was to indicate whether the two stimuli presented were the same or different by pointing to one of two cards with the words ''same'' and ''different'' written on them. There were 4 practice trials with feedback followed by 132 test trials without feedback. The short and long ISI conditions were presented on different days. Four control subjects were tested in addition to AP.
Results. AP obtained a score of 96% correct on the nonsense syllable discrimination task with the short ISI. With the longer ISI, AP obtained a score of 84% correct. Control subjects scored 97% correct (range 95-99%) in the short ISI condition and 95% correct (range 89-99%) in the long ISI condition. Thus, their mean drop in performance was 2% (range 0-7%). AP was within the range of control subjects in the short ISI condition, but below their range in the long ISI condition. His 12% decrement with increased delay was outside the control range.
Delayed Word-Nonword Discrimination
A task similar to the word-nonword discrimination reported earlier was created using a 2-s ISI rather than a 500-ms ISI.
Method: STIMULI. The 120 stimuli used in lexical decision set 1 were used for the discrimination test. The 60 different pairs were created by using the word and its nonword pair that differed by only one phoneme (e.g., foam-soam). On half of the different trials the word was presented first, followed by the nonword, and on half of the trials the nonword was presented first, followed by the word. The 60 same pairs were created by randomly selecting 30 words and 30 nonwords (e.g., foam-foam). Items were recorded on tape by a female speaker.
PROCEDURE. Stimuli were presented in the sound field from a tape recorder at a comfortable listening level. The two items were presented sequentially with a 2-s ISI. Subjects were told that they would be hearing two items presented one at a time. Their task was to say as quickly as possible if the two items were ''same'' or ''different. '' Results. AP correctly discriminated whether the items were the same or different only 76% of the time. On the word-nonword discrimination test reported earlier with a 500-ms ISI, AP obtained a score of 91% correct. Whereas AP's performance had been at the same level for all stimulus types on the short ISI version of this task, his performance on this long ISI version was most impaired when both stimuli were nonwords. On the 30 nonwordnonword ''same'' trials, he scored only 57% correct, whereas on the 30 word-word ''same'' trials he scored 80% correct. On the word-nonword ''different'' trials, he scored 83% correct. Thus, AP showed a striking decrement on this task relative to the short delay version, particularly for the nonword-nonword stimuli.
The mean score obtained by four control subjects was 97%, with a range between 93 and 100%. The control subjects scored 99% correct on the nonword-nonword trials, 97% correct on the word-word trials, and 95% correct on the word-nonword trials. The control subjects showed no evidence of a decrement on this longer ISI condition relative to the 500-ms condition, as the same mean (97%) was obtained in that condition. 
Word-Word Discrimination with and without Delay
In the previous experiment, we found that delay affected AP's ability to discriminate between words and nonwords. In this experiment, we investigated whether the same effect of delay would be obtained when the stimuli were all words. In this test, the different pairs were two words that differed by a single phoneme. 7 Unlike the case for the phoneme discrimination and word discrimination tasks, AP's performance on the word-nonword discrimination task was below the range of controls in the short delay condition. Thus, it is somewhat difficult to compare the effect of delay for controls and AP given that they were performing at different levels without delay. However, the worst of the controls performed at 96% correct in the short delay condition and at 93% correct in the long delay condition, whereas AP performed at 91% correct in the short delay condition and 76% correct in the long delay condition. Thus, given AP's relatively high level of performance in the no delay condition, it seems unlikely that AP's much greater drop in performance (15% vs. 3%) is due simply to his being at a different point in the scale.
Method: STIMULI. Thirty word pairs were selected that differed by one distinctive feature of one phoneme. Fifteen of the words were one syllable and 15 were two syllable. The words always differed in the first phoneme (e.g., cold-gold). Thirty same pairs were created by randomly selecting 15 words. The stimuli were digitized by a female speaker at an 11,000-Hz sampling rate.
PROCEDURE. Stimuli were presented in the sound field at approximately 78 dB through a loudspeaker (Realistic, 13-1190) connected to a Macintosh computer. In the no delay condition, the two words were presented sequentially with a 500-ms ISI. In the delay condition, the two words were presented sequentially with a 2-s ISI. Subjects were told that they would be hearing two words presented one at a time. Their task was to indicate as quickly as possible if the two words were the same or different by making a keypress (same ϭ 1; different ϭ 2). AP was given the two tests on separate days with several weeks between sessions. Four control subjects were tested in addition to AP.
Results. In the no delay condition, AP correctly discriminated whether the words were the same or different 97% of the time. In the delayed condition, AP correctly discriminated word pairs 90% of the time. Control subjects obtained a mean of 97% correct (range 95-98%) in the no delay condition and 97% correct (range 95-98%) in the delay condition. Thus, AP demonstrated a drop in performance with increased ISI, whereas the control subjects did not. AP scored at the mean for normal subjects for the short ISI condition, but below their range for the long ISI condition.
Discussion of Delay Effects on Discrimination
Increasing the delay between two stimuli impaired AP's discrimination performance but had little effect on normal subjects' performance. Consequently, the findings are consistent with the hypothesis that AP's poor performance on various lexical tasks might be related to an increased decay rate for phonological representations. Importantly, the effect of delay for AP varied depending on the lexical status of the stimuli. The 7% decrement obtained on the word-word discrimination task with increased delay was smaller than the 12% decrement obtained on the syllable discrimination task and the 15% decrement obtained on the word-nonword discrimination task. The decrement on the delayed vs. immediate condition on the syllable discrimination task was found to be significantly larger than that for the word-word discrimination task (z ϭ 2.16, p ϭ .03). (These two tasks were compared because both used the same stimuli at immediate and delayed testing, and performance in the immediate condition was similar for the two tasks. The wordnonword stimuli differed for the immediate and delayed conditions and performance in the immediate condition was somewhat worse than that for the other two tasks.) The most obvious influence of lexical status on the delay effect was evident when examining performance for particular stimulus types on the word-nonword discrimination task. On this task, AP's performance dropped from 91 to 80% correct on the word-word trials between the short and long ISI versions, whereas performance on the nonword-nonword trials dropped from 91 to 57% correct.
Verbal Short-Term Memory Tasks
A large body of research has demonstrated the importance of phonological retention for the performance of verbal short-term memory tasks (e.g., Conrad & Hull, 1964; Schweickert, Guentert, & Hersberger, 1990) . Some recent models of short-term memory make little or no distinction between the quality of processing in the phonological domain and phonological retention, that is, arguing that the quality of processing predicts the level of retention (N. Martin & Saffran, 1997) . However, we have argued that a distinction between processing and retention needs to be maintained, as patients with similar mild degrees of deficits on phonological tasks that make minimal demands on retention can show a wide range of performance on short-term memory tasks-from normal to very impaired (Martin & Breedin, 1992) . Consequently, it appears that retention may be impaired selectively. Furthermore, we have argued that there are multiple independent capacities for the retention of various aspects of verbal materials (see Martin & Romani, 1994; Martin, Lesch, & Bartha, 1999 , for discussion.) The results from the speech perception test and the modeling of these results indicated that AP has a retention deficit specific to maintaining phonemic information over time. Because of the role of phonemic retention in supporting word list recall (see Martin et al., 1999) , we would predict that AP would be impaired on verbal short-term memory tasks.
An earlier assessment of AP's short-term memory for auditorily presented lists demonstrated a deficit, as he scored below the range of control subjects on several tasks involving word and digit stimuli (Feher, 1987) . On serial recall of five-item concrete word lists, AP recalled none of the lists correctly and only 28% of the items in the correct serial position (control mean: 70% lists, 88% items). On a missing digit task (i.e., the subject must say which of a set of digits was not presented in a list), AP obtained a mean of 40% correct across five-to eight-item lists, whereas controls obtained a mean of 90% correct (range, 85-93) . On a six-item probe recognition task (i.e., the subject must say whether a probe word matches one of a set of memory list items), AP scored 72% correct (where 50% would be chance), whereas control subjects scored a mean of 91% correct (range, 82-96) . Because of AP's fluent speech and his poor performance on the recognition probe task (which does not require verbal output), Feher argued that AP did not have a rehearsal deficit, but instead appeared to have a deficit in retaining phonological information.
Two additional short-term memory tasks were administered in the present study to address the issue of a phonological retention deficit, both of which examined retention of digits. Phrase and short sentence repetition were also tested, as these would also depend on short-term memory.
Auditory Digit Span
This task was used to assess AP's serial position effects. Previous studies of patients with phonological store deficits have shown that these patients show no recency effect for auditory presentation on serial recall tests (Campbell & Butterworth, 1985; Friedrich, Glenn, & Marin, 1985; Martin, 1987) . The disrupted recency effect has been taken as evidence of a specific phonological short-term memory deficit on the basis of traditional memory models that associate the recency effect with short-term storage and with phonological coding (Shallice, 1975) .
Method: STIMULI. The digits one to nine were used to create 20 four-item lists and 20 fiveitem lists, which were administered to AP, and 20 seven-item lists, which were administered to the control subjects. The lists were recorded by a male speaker at the rate of one item per second.
PROCEDURE. Stimuli were presented from a tape recorder in the sound field. Subjects were told that they would hear lists of numbers. Their task was to repeat the list of numbers in the same order as presented.
Results. AP showed a low overall level of performance, recalling only 40% of the four-item lists and only 5% of the five-item lists in the correct order. correctly at each serial position. He showed no recency effect for either list length.
Digit Matching Span
The digit span tasks required AP to translate what he heard into an articulatory form. The digit matching span task was used to provide further evidence regarding whether AP's verbal short-term memory would be impaired even when verbal output was not required. In the digit matching span task, the subject determines whether two digit lists are the same or different, where the nonmatching lists differ in the order of one pair of adjacent digits. Allport (1984) argued that this task was a good test for assessing input phonological storage capacity since poor performance could not be attributed to disrupted output processes.
Method: STIMULI. Twenty pairs of digit lists were created for list lengths two to five for AP and four to six for the control subjects. The lists were recorded by a male speaker at a rate of 1 s per digit, with a 2-s delay between lists within a pair. Half of the trials presented the same list twice and on half of the trials different lists were presented. On the different trials, the lists differed in the order of two adjacent digits. The location of the misordering was approximately equated across possible list positions.
PROCEDURE. The lists were presented in blocks on a tape recorder in the sound field. On each trial, two digit lists were presented. The subject's task was to say whether the lists were the same or different.
Results. The results for AP and five controls are shown in Table 4 . AP performed below the range of the controls, scoring only 70% correct on the four-item lists and only 65% correct on the five-item lists. Although AP's level of performance is reduced relative to controls, it should be noted that his performance is better than that of some patients identified as having a phonological short-term memory deficit. For example, the patient EA reported in Martin and Breedin (1992) performed at only 85% correct for threeitem lists and at chance (55%) for four-item lists.
Phrase and Sentence Repetition
AP's single word repetition was quite accurate, though he did make occasional errors. As mentioned in the clinical evaluation, AP showed very poor repetition, however, on the BDAE (Goodglass & Kaplan, 1972 ) test of sen- tence repetition. The tests presented below assessed his ability to repeat noun phrases varying in plausibility and simple meaningful sentences, thus examining the influence of syntactic and semantic predictability on repetition span. Relatively few trials for each type of stimulus were presented, and the vocabulary across materials was not matched. Thus, these assessments should be viewed as exploratory.
Method: STIMULI. Three types of stimuli were created: (1) predictable phrases; (2) unpredictable phrases; and (3) simple sentences. For each set, 20 items were created. The phrases were three words in length, with two adjectives preceding a noun. An example of a predictable phrase is wicked old witch and an example of an unpredictable phrase is blue cement sofa. The simple sentences consisted of subject-verb-object sentences like Jim threw the ball. The 60 items were recorded by a female speaker onto tape.
PROCEDURE. The phrases and sentences were presented on a tape recorder at a comfortable listening level. AP's responses were recorded by the experimenter. AP was told that he would hear short phrases or sentences and should repeat exactly what he heard.
Results. AP repeated 65% of the predictable phrases correctly, 40% of the unpredictable phrases, and 75% of the simple sentences. Clearly, AP had difficulty repeating words when more than one word was involved. It was also evident that context aided his performance.
For the predictable phrases and for the sentences, many of his errors consisted of the substitution of a phonologically (and sometimes morphologically) similar word for one of the words (e.g., ''sparkle'' for ''sparkling,'' ''sheet'' for ''sheets,'' ''Mike'' for ''Mark''). On the unpredictable phrases, AP always repeated the first word correctly. Some of his errors involved substituting phonologically related words for the second or third word such that the result was a more sensible phrase (e.g., ''two naughty brushes'' for ''two netted brushes''). On only one trial was there any suggestion of the substitution of a semantically related but phonologically unrelated word, and this occurred on one of the unpredictable phrases (i.e., ''well written echo'' for ''well record event'').
Discussion of Short-Term Memory Findings
AP showed evidence of impaired phonological retention on short-term memory tasks, given his below-normal performance on the digit tasks and the absence of a recency effect. The increased phoneme decay that was hypothesized to account for his word and nonword perception abilities could underlie these difficulties on verbal short-term memory tasks as well. One might argue that if the short-term memory task employed lexical items, then AP's performance should be unaffected, since word decay was not hypothesized to be increased. However, it is clear that short-term memory relies on the retention of both lexical and phonemic representations (e.g., Hulme, Maughan, & Brown, 1991; Martin & Breedin, 1992) . Thus, as lexical representations decay or are interfered with over time (in a normal fashion), reten-tion at the phonemic level could be used to boost recall. For AP, the phonemic information would be less available than for normal subjects. Moreover, the modeling results showed that although response probabilities for word input were uniformly high under the assumption of increased phoneme decay, nonetheless, the level of activation for word input never reached the levels under standard parameter settings. Thus, initially low levels of lexical activation would be predicted for AP for lexical representations. A likely consequence would be that activation levels would fall below the level at which the item could be retrieved sooner for AP than for control subjects, resulting in reduced span.
It should be noted that AP's poor performance on the short-term memory tasks provides further evidence supporting the distinction between processing and retention that we have argued for elsewhere (Martin & Breedin, 1992) . Two of the patients reported in Martin and Breedin (AA and MP) scored much worse than AP (i.e., below the range of controls) on a phoneme discrimination task similar to that reported here, yet both performed much better than AP on the digit span and digit matching span tasks than did AP. In fact, MP's performance on the span tasks was within the range of controls.
AP's poor repetition of unpredictable phrases relative to predictable phrases and sentences could also be accommodated by the hypothesis of increased phoneme decay. For the predictable phrases and sentences there are meaningful semantic relations among words. Thus, accurate perception of the first word could lead to increased activation of associatively related words relative to unrelated words. Consequently, less in the way of phonemic activation would be necessary for these related words to be perceived. For the unpredictable phrases, AP has less phonemic information to use to aid recall than do normal subjects. The fact that AP does not substitute words semantically related to the target word which are unrelated phonologically (as has been reported for patients with phonological short-term memory deficits-see Martin, Shelton, & Yaffee, 1994b) can be attributed to the fact that for AP lexical phonological representations which share phonemes with the input remain active. Consequently, the words he repeats tend to be phonologically related as well as contextually appropriate.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
We have presented an investigation of a patient, AP, who showed a striking dissociation between preserved phoneme discrimination and identification and a poor ability to discriminate nonwords from words. As discussed earlier, we had initially hypothesized that this deficit resulted from a disruption of lexical phonological representations, such that nonwords with high phonemic similarity to words were accepted as words. However, use of an interactive activation model (McClelland & Rumelhart, 1989) , which assumed bottom-up and top-down flow of activation between the phoneme and word levels, led to an unexpected hypothesis regarding the source of the patient's deficit-specifically, overly rapid decay of phonemic representations. This hypothesis led to the prediction that AP's phoneme discrimination would be impaired if longer delays were introduced between the two items to be discriminated. This predicted decrease in discrimination was found for syllables and nonwords, whereas a lesser effect of delay was found for word discrimination. This hypothesis also provided a means of integrating findings on speech perception with his reduced capacity on verbal short-term memory tasks.
In investigating the source of AP's speech perception deficit, we used a model like that shown in Fig. 1 . It is instructive to consider the underlying reasons why a deficit at the lexical level failed to capture the pattern of performance shown by AP. In this type of model, the phonemes that constitute a word are represented by the connections between lexical level representations and phonemes. The difficulty comes in specifying how such a lexical representation might, for example, accept /b/ input as /p/, thereby activating ''place'' from ''blace.'' In this type of model, the similarity between/b/ and /p/ is not represented at the lexical level. It seems that such an error would have to come at the phoneme level, where phoneme units might be ill-specified such that the featural information in similar phonemes activated the wrong phoneme as much as or more than the correct phoneme. However, if that were the case, then AP's phoneme discrimination should have been impaired. Consequently, it was necessary to have phonemes activated accurately. Also, if connection strengths between phonemes and lexical representations were decreased, the result would be low levels of activation at the word level and a lack of differentiation between the pool of potential candidates-resulting in poor word and nonword perception. Thus, AP's accurate word perception necessitated strong connections between phoneme and word levels.
A different type of model should also be considered. In some models of speech production, it is argued that lexical phonological representations include segmental and featural information in the lexical representation (e.g., Butterworth, 1989; Levelt, 1989) . One could make a similar assumption on the speech perception side (e.g., Jusczyk, 1993 , but where featural specification is in terms of acoustic features rather than in terms of phonemes). One might assume that random damage affected the featural content of these lexical entries. One problem with such an assumption is that it is unclear how this approach would lead to highly accurate word perception. That is, with such random damage, input of a word such as ''pat'' could potentially activate other similar words (e.g., bat, pad, pet) as much as the appropriate word. A second problem is that such an hypothesis would not provide a means of accounting for AP's reduced performance over a delay nor his short-term memory deficit. One would have to argue that these derived from independent deficits.
A common criticism against computational modeling efforts is that the models are too unconstrained such that many different solutions might be obtained to fit the same pattern of results. In the present case, however, it should be noted that for both the IA model and other models we examined, it was very difficult to find a set of parameters that would mimic the patient results. Also, the parameter manipulation that was successful led to a prediction that was confirmed by the data. Although it certainly remains possible that some other model with different assumptions and a different type of damage might be found that could account for the present results, it is not trivially easy to find such a model.
As discussed in the Introduction, a few other patients have been identified who showed preserved phoneme identification but poor performance on lexical decision. EDE (Berndt & Mitchum, 1990 ) performed similarly to AP on lexical decision, making many errors in identifying nonwords as words and performing accurately on words. In contrast, MK (Howard & Franklin, 1988) and NC (N. Martin & Saffran, 1992) had a tendency to identify words as nonwords and to perform more accurately on nonwords. This pattern was much more striking, however, for NC than MK, as NC scored only 41% correct on words vs. 99% correct on nonwords (N. Martin & Saffran, 1992) , whereas MK scored 82% correct on words vs. 87% correct on nonwords (Howard & Franklin, 1988) . According to our modeling results, we would hypothesize that for EDE, as for AP, rapid decay occurs at the phoneme level, whereas for MK and NC rapid decay occurs at the word level or at both the word and phoneme level. Based on other results with MK and NC, including their inability to repeat nonwords, it seems that rapid decay at both the word and phoneme level would have to be postulated. These conclusions with regard to NC are consistent with N. Martin and Saffran's interpretation of NC's deficit as deriving from rapid decay at all levels of representation in the word recognition and production system. It should be noted that both NC and MK made more errors in identifying words as nonwords for low imageability than high imageability words, supporting the contention that maintenance of semantic information was also affected for these patients (see N. Martin & Saffran, 1992 , for discussion).
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Another patient whose speech perception pattern is relevant to the current modeling effort is patient ML studied by Caplan and Utman (1994) . This patient showed a pattern quite different from that of AP. That is, she performed poorly on phoneme discrimination for some featural contrasts, partic-ularly for voicing, but performed at a high level on word discrimination and picture-word matching, even when the voicing feature was critical for distinguishing two words (e.g., fan vs. van). On lexical decision, however, she performed well on the word trials and poorly on the nonword trials, particularly when the nonword would be a word if the voicing feature of one phoneme were misperceived (e.g., zoon → soon). Caplan and Utman suggested that these findings could be accommodated by hypothesizing either that speech perception involves feedback from the lexical to the phoneme level or that the unit of speech perception for lexical access is not the phoneme but some larger unit, such as the syllable. Of course, the first hypothesis would be consistent with the approach taken here.
The findings for AP and the modeling results are somewhat reminiscent of the word superiority effect and the original use of the IA model to account for this effect (McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981) . In the word superiority effect, letters are perceived better when presented in a word context than when presented alone. This effect is obtained when the stimuli are presented in a clear fashion and then followed by a pattern mask. If the stimulus input is degraded, then letters in word and letters alone are perceived at about the same rate. In the clear presentation mode, activation flows through the system in a normal fashion, allowing for top-down influences to occur. The pattern mask serves to decrease letter activation after it has already passed activation to the lexical level. With degraded input, not enough activation reaches the word level for there to be significant feedback. For AP, we are arguing that his results can be thought of as resulting from top-down feedback from the lexical to the phoneme level. In order for this effect to occur, strong activation must flow through the system. Thus, weakening connection links in our auditory version of the IA model did not produce the lexicalization effect. The analogy to the pattern mask in the word superiority effect is the overly rapid decay of activation at the phoneme level for AP. This analogy suggests that the notion of overly rapid decay might instead be cast in terms of some mechanism that introduces noise into the phonemic representation level at a faster-than-normal rate. Any such mechanism would result in the same overriding influence of top-down activation. However, whatever the mechanism it would have to allow for a strong surge of activation to flow through the system immediately subsequent to stimulus presentation.
In conclusion, the findings point to the usefulness of a computational modeling approach in investigating the underlying source of a patient's pattern of deficits. Our initial hypothesis of a lexical deficit seemed reasonable (at least to us) in terms of a purely verbal model, but proved inadequate when various computational instantiations of that notion were examined.
9 A com-parison of different models lent support to models that incorporate feedback from the lexical to the phonemic level. Finally, the model also led us to examine a prediction which would not have been obvious to us without the modeling results. This prediction helped to explain the cooccurrence of shortterm memory deficits along with AP's difficulties in nonword perception.
APPENDIX: STANDARD PARAMETERS FOR THE INTERACTIVE ACTIVATION MODEL
All settings except those denoted with an asterisk are from McClelland and Rumelhart (1981 Rumelhart ( , 1989 and Rumelhart and McClelland (1982 
